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UNDERSTAND THE ISSUE
Too costly to ignore

The web is now firmly in the regulatory bodies’
crosshairs and, as regulation continues to evolve,
so will the methods to police.

Why wouldn’t you?

Search the web for ‘accessibility litigation’ and
you’ll discover pages upon pages of news. Behind
each article lies unnecessary, costly and wasted
effort for organizations.
Without automation, digital operations, large and
small, will not be able to operate effectively. The
‘need’ for AAAtraq to demonstrate compliance,
limit risk and boost efficiency will only grow.
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COMPLIANCE IDENTIFICATION & MANAGEMENT SERVICE
(CIMS)

THE BENEFITS

The risks of digital accessibility non-compliance
has become a reality in the US, yet organizations
continue to struggle meeting their legal obligations
and are easy targets for aggressive lawyers.

AAAtraq, market leaders in CIMS
—help to protect businesses and
their interests on the web by
reducing exposure.

AAAtraq is a Compliance Identification and
Management Service (CIMS) for organizations
that initially identifies risk level and then provides
a clear pathway to accessibility compliance and
litigation risk mitigation.
Sitting above website auditing checking or
testing services – AAAtraq is not competing
with consultancy providers and is independent
of system or service providers.
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There is an ongoing need for an
insurance-backed, technology-driven
solution continually minimizing
risks and reducing wasted time
and money.

Assessment and report of client website’s current
level of risk with clear and straightforward guidance
to demonstrate reasonable steps for adjustment.
Oversight and simplified accessibility compliance,
and delivery of a managed process to organization’s
staff and suppliers.
An ongoing certification process that oversees
accessibility by automatically tracking client’s
website with monthly reporting of their site’s
accessibility status.
Website shields showing client’s commitment
towards compliance, warding off unwanted lawsuits
and lengthy litigation.
Most importantly...peace of mind knowing that
you are serving those with disabilities while
protecting their brand and business.
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WEBSITE ACCESSIBILITY 101

WHY ARE YOU INTERESTED?
It’s only a matter of time before you get caught out

Website accessibility makes electronic and
information technology accessible to people
with disabilities of all kinds e.g. colour blindness
and visual, or hearing disabilities.
What is 508, ADA, and WCAG?
All three standards – 508, ADA and WCAG – have
the same goal: to make electronic and information
technology accessible to people with disabilities
(e.g. color blindness, visual impairment, hearing
disabilities) in a way that is comparable to the
access available to others.
What is the ‘American with Disabilities Act’ (ADA)?
A civil rights law that “prohibits discrimination
against individuals with disabilities in all areas of
public life, including jobs, schools, transportation,
and all public and private places that are open to
the general public.” The law guarantees equal
opportunity for individuals with disabilities.
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What is my risk of doing nothing or continuing
to do what they have already done?
Despite your best efforts, 94% of websites fail to
meet web accessibility standards. As such, most
websites are under threat from aggressive lawyers
focused on making money.

What is WCAG?
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. There are
currently has 3 levels, A, AA and AAA. All three
must be independently met to achieve compliance.

Why now?
Other than it being the “right thing to do” and
legally required, website accessibility lawsuits
are one of the fastest growing trends in the USA
today — growing as fast as society’s reliance on
computers. The majority of the population relies
heavily on computers to undertake everyday tasks
from ordering items online to paying utilities bills,
to purchasing event and airline tickets.
There is also a rapidly growing trend in
organizations allowing certain transactions to be
undertaken via their websites only. While this saves
business costs, it raises the stakes for website
non-compliance, as website access becomes
even more critical for individuals with disabilities.

What is Section 508?
508 requires that accommodations be made for
federal employees and members of the public
with disabilities who wish to access government
Information and Communications Technology (ICT),
including government websites and multimedia.
Section 508 is limited to those in the federal
sector and doesn’t apply to the private sector.
Federal agencies include:
·
·
·
·

Government agencies
Federally-funded non-profits
Public higher education institutions
Public K-12 schools

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e3_sOKUByA&feature=youtu.be
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TAKING UP THE HEADLINES
Sample of increased litigation trend

LITIGATION CREATING THE DEMAND

By the end of next year, forecast
costs could exceed $1bn.
With such a large % of sites presently
failing, an increase in the availability of
plaintiffs’ counsel could see these figures
rise significantly.

Lawsuit breakdown**

Litigation
– Time – nine to fourteen months’ distraction
–

Costs

–

Compensation

–

Damage to brand – could be considerable

–

Lack of understanding as to the standards
(very technical)

–

Suppliers / Vendors - managing promises
and confirming compliance

–

Time and cost to find those with the
expert knowledge

After all of that…
Organizations still have to demonstrate
remedial action. Reporting progression
is yet another headache
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Based on 7800 cases, 2017 year – average external fees of $46,500 per case. Best estimates suggest,
97% of complaint’s are settled directly with payments between $17,200 - $23,900 per claim.
** 2019 figures yet to be confirmed.
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A DISPARATE MARKET AND OFFERING
Disconnected capability, lacking process

THE LANDSCAPE
The layer below CIMS

Organizations are struggling with fragmented
and difficult to navigate compliance solutions.

CONTENT & AUDIT
MANAGEMENT

TECH ‘FREE TOOLS’

0.
1.
2.
3.

There is a clear market need for the Compliance
Identification and Management Service (CIMS) offered
by AAAtraq; a single solution that accurately identifies
an organization’s risk exposure and provides a clear
pathway to full digital accessibility compliance.

CONTENT & AUDIT MANAGEMENT
A combination of governance, quality and experience management
services that offer a range of quality, compliance and other related
tests, checks and measures. Services (and software) that offer
management support and do not require technical support or
management to operate. Systems that look at or manage content
(where CMS has been acquired and those claiming to offer
accessibility compliance).
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Consultative lead service provision. This is where, in the main, a
third party will utilise a service (frequently the free technical tools
available) on your behalf. They may also offer their own dedicated
service or tool for you to use, with or without their support.
Can be seen as AMP (Accessibility Management Platform).
TECH ‘FREE TOOLS’
There are many free technical services are available. Some are
created by hobbyist, project builds, and often include limited
support. A complete range and depth of testing, scale of check
points are covered. However, usage rights vary – from unlimited
access to page by page, or just a few pages at a time. A few of
the services are browser-based; others are web- based: ‘enter the
page here’. The final category is those which sees you run from
a command line or manage a program install.
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Jadu.net
Contensis.com
Onion.net
eZ Publish

QA/DXM
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AAAtraq provides a holistic solution to the issue and
places insurance risk management at the heart of its
proposition. In doing so, AAAtraq supports the insurer
by reducing organisational risk, and provides a new and
substantial sales opportunity for brokers that will be
welcomed by clients.

CONTENT & AUDIT MANAGEMENT
CMS (with an accessibility ‘offer’)
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Sitemorse
Crownpeak
Monsido
SiteImprove
Hisoft

CONSULTANCY SERVICE
9.
10
11
12
13
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usablenet.com
levelaccess.com
dynomapper
deque.com
catalyst-eu.net
AbilityNet
boia.org
tenon.io

TECH ‘FREE TOOLS’
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES

17 AATT (Automated
Accessibility Testing Tool)
18 Accessibility Checker | CKSource
19 Accessibility Checklist
20 Accessibility Viewer
21 AChecker
22 Axe ‘Chrome plug in’
23 Bookmarklets
24 CommonLook (PDF’s)
25 COMPLYFirst
26 Cynthia Says
27 FireEyes ‘Firefox plug in’
28 HTML CodeSniffer
29 Pa11y
30 Total Validator
31 Color Oracle
32 NoCoffee ‘Chrome plug in’
33 WAVE
34 Tanaguru
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SIGNING UP
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SIGNING UP
2 minutes for your complementary RISK PROFILE

Many may feel ‘accessibility’ has been dealt
with, the reality is for most (94%) it hasn’t.

Why wouldn’t you?
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A RISK PROFILE provides at no charge, an
independent audit as to a websites accessibility
compliance (web and PDF pages).
To access your RISK PROFILE - please visit
www.AAAtraq.com
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THE SERVICE
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THE SERVICE
Our technology-driven approach

Every organization’s website must adhere
to accessibility rules; currently, 94% fail.
Site shield

AI-driven understanding
and training support
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Guided compliance
programme

Accessibility policy
management,
Regulator (DoJ) reporting

Supplier notification
and management

Internal benchmarking,
progress reporting

The CIMS offered by AAAtraq oversees and
simplifies compliance, delivering a managed
process to an organization’s staff and suppliers.
Our website shield shows clients’ commitment
to working towards compliance and wards off
unwanted aggression - our insurance coverage
offers further protection.
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Insurance Partner

The AAAtraq process for organizations:

1
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100 X FASTER

1,000 X CHEAPER

UNRIVALLED

Take away the hassle
with a simple and
effective service.

Significant savings
compared to the
current approach.

Accuracy and capability
to guide you towards
compliance – let us
show you.

Awareness
Clients become aware of the issue and AAAtraq’s
solution via their broker, insurer or through
press, social and other communication channels.

2

Understanding
Clients request a risk profile to understand
the level of risk their organizations face.

3

Compliance
Clients subscribe to the service and take
the path towards compliance.
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RISK PROFILE
System automated process and planning

RISK PROFILE
Understanding the risk

AAAtraq allows organizations to take control
of the situation, by managing and reducing
their accessibility risk. Clients are supported
and are able to clearly demonstrate an
appropriate and reasonable adjustment.

In the first instance, website owners
must understand their current risk.
The free RISK PROFILE allows them
to do just that.

SEP., 12
RISK

SEP., 28

OCT, XX

NOV., XX

Requesting a free RISK PROFILE is the first
step. Site owners submit a website URL and
their details, allowing for automated progression
to subscription.

DEC., XX
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Confidence & control (%)

Insurance value ($000’s)

45

The emailed RISK PROFILE provides a clear
understanding of a specific website’s risk
exposure and starts the journey towards
compliance, providing timelines and
insurance details:

100

•

Risk-level certification

•

Confidence vs control charting

•

Adjustment demonstration timeline

•

Insurance details provision

•

Service sign up call-to-action
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CONTINUOUS CERTIFICATION
Protected by the shield, covered by insurance

The shield is a visible way for
clients to demonstrate compliance
through service participation and
ward off possible litigation.
This live shield displays an organisation’s
commitment as they progress towards
compliance either as a graphic overlay or
embedded within their website’s footer.
Fit and forget – under an hour per site.
Updates managed – remotely, automatically.
Near impossible to replicate – will only
work on the site with service subscription.
Unique in terms of ease of use
– just one code, any number of sites.
Degrees of excellence – to demonstrate
progress and adjustments being made.

Live shield

Panel

Footer shield (roll-over)

X

Invalid shield

X

ID. 019ABC / Feb.12.2019

SHIELD VOID
ID. 019ABC / Feb.12.2019

Certificate
Valid, as of: Feb.12.2019

AAAtraq continuous certification stars
A programme by which to understand
and manage reasonable site accessibility
adjustments. AAAtraq encompasses: supplier
management; internal and external staff
training with monthly auditing; prioritising
any actions and independent demonstration
of improvement.

ID. 019ABC / Feb.12.2019

Footer panel

UNDERSTAND YOUR LEVEL OF RISK?
Certificate

Enter website here to find out

GO

AAAtraq continually monitors to ensure the
legitimacy of the shield is maintained. In the
event of malpractice an alternative shield is
visible to highlight the invalid nature whilst
also protecting the AAAtraq brand.

Certificate

Valid, as of: Feb.12.2019

ID. 019ABC / Feb.12.2019

Stars – the highly prized stars are awarded to
display progress made and celebrate all levels
of attainment. It is at the client’s discretion as
to whether stars are shown in the panel
Certificate – ability to download certification of
progress made and demonstrate achievements.
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CONTINUOUS CERTIFICATION
Secure user dashboard – service subscription

Our secure dashboard enables clients
to keep track and manage progress
towards their next star.
Dashboard page examples

Your personal dashboard is ready and
waiting for you to subscribe.
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An easy to understand dashboard showing shield
status, your next actions and the milstones towards
achieving your next star. Achievement milestones are
based on specified timeframes and the system will
alert you to slow progress.

Personal website code that is embedded into your
websites, allowing AAAtraq system access.

Simple access your to account status and history.
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BRIT
Insurance provider

GALLAGHER
Broker partners and administration

Securing the commitment and support of a
leading global carrier has enabled us to start
building AAAtraq’s US footprint from a solid
and credible foundation.

Partnering with Gallagher, one of the top five
brokers in the World, further enhances value
and credibility, and importantly drives sales.

BRIT’s involvement also underpins our
future global ambitions. The long-term goal
is to set the standard, with all carriers
adopting the AAAtraq certification and
mandating the service to all their clients.
AAAtraq automation will be inclusive to
all policies, helping to deliver process and
support to millions of clients with little
or no human involvement.

For AAAtraq, this is the first of many broking
partnerships, and starting with one of the
World’s largest will ensure widespread
confidence in the solution.

Gallagher launch materials
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CLAIMS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Automation claims support

BE CONFIDENT IN OUR EXPERIENCE

We have designed a Claims Management
System which is delivered through our secure
dashboard. Users just submit the details
of a claim and our system does the rest.
The step-by-step process required
to deal with a claim, accessed via
your secure dashboard.

Add details of the claim you’ve
received via the CMS, uploading
any supporting documents. All
information is held in one place.

On your behalf the CMS keeps
you up to date with the process
and details of actions.

AAAtraq is based on many years of experience
developing automated compliance software,
and now integrating the World’s first ‘pure’
digital insurance capability.
Capabilities we have already developed (or own) are
being brought together
– 15 years’ website assessment and checking capability
– 11 years’ experience in automated Accessibility auditing
– 10 years of site certification, analysis / metrics
Secure ‘badge’ site display methods / systems
– Five years plus
– Operates largest single deployment presently
Seven years’ experience in regulatory (digital) compliance reporting
System – already audited some 23 billion addresses
– 99.93% availability 10 years+
– Throughput, 5.5m checks a day
Insurance (US)
– 31 years’ policy assessment and production
– 27 years’ compliance coverage product
– 17 years’ agent recruitment and support
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NOTES

Can I advertise AAAtraq?

Yes, following the rules as outlined
in the Sales Agent Agreement.

Can I refer a business to
AAAtraq other than via my
link?

No. AAAtraq uses your unique
link to track sales. Follow the rules
as outlined in the Sales Agent
agreement.

Are there any restrictions
on me advertising or
promoting?

Follow the rules as outlined in the
Sales Agent agreement.
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NOTES

Can I run a $47 report for a site owner?

Yes. You can use your unique link to access the
$47 Detailed Risk Report order page where you
can pay for the report and have it emailed to you
or the site owner. Using your unique tracking link
will earn you a commission on the sale.

Do I get a discount for my
AAAtraq on my site?

No. You cannot receive a discount,
but you will earn commission
through your sales agent link.

Digital Agency - Can I pay for the site shield
subscription and rebill my customers?
Yes. You’ll need to setup the account on behalf of
your customers.
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NOTES

What is the highest commission %?

Starting at 25% rising to 50%, subject
to the following 3 requirements
- Achieve significant revenue target
- Number of active sales agents
- Significant social presence specific to AAAtraq

Designed by
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CreativeOates.com

